
Ordinary linear regression 
Write a sentence in which you interpret the slope. Include the confidence interval in your 
sentence. 
proc genmod data = der.subjectlevel; 

    model DisTotalFSS = EcmoDurationWeeks / link = identity dist = normal; 

run;

 

 

 

 

  



Ordinary linear regression 
Write a sentence in which you interpret the slope. Include the confidence interval in your 
sentence. 
proc genomd data = der.subjectlevel; 

    model DisTotalFSS = PRBC24 / link = identity dist = normal; 

run; 

 

 

  



Logistic regression 
Write a sentence in which you interpret the odds ratio. Include the confidence interval in 
your sentence. 
 

proc genmod data = der.subjectlevel plots = all; 

    model dead(event='Yes') = EcmoDurationWeeks / link = logit dist = binomial; 

run; 
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Write a sentence in which you interpret the odds ratio. Include the confidence interval in 
your sentence. 
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Poisson regression with robust error estimates (aka modified Poisson 
regression) 
Write a sentence in which you interpret the relative risk (aka the risk ratio). Include the 
confidence interval in your sentence. 
 

proc genmod data = der.subjectlevel; 

    class StudySubjectID; 

    model dead = EcmoDurationWeeks / dist = Poisson link = log; 

    repeated subject = StudySubjectID; 

run; 

 

  



Poisson regression with robust error estimates (aka modified Poisson 
regression) 
Write a sentence in which you interpret the relative risk (aka the risk ratio). Include the 
confidence interval in your sentence. 
 

proc genmod data = der.subjectlevel; 

    class StudySubjectID; 

    model dead = PRBC24 / dist = Poisson link = log; 
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run; 
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